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A SPACE WHICH CONTAINS NO REALCOMPACT

DENSE SUBSPACE

TOSHIJI TERADA

Abstract. A Tychonoff space which contains no realcompact space as a dense

subspace is constructed. Let 6i6ji be the class of all spaces which contain some

realcompact spaces as dense subspaces. Then, as a consequence of the above result,

it follows that "D61 is not closed-hereditary.

All spaces considered here are Tychonoff topological spaces. Let 6D<31 be the class

of all spaces which contain some realcompact spaces as dense subspaces. In [5], the

author noticed that the class üDíR is closed-hereditary if and only if 6D<51 is the class of

all spaces. If we assume the existence of a measurable cardinal, then each discrete

space of a measurable cardinal cannot contain a realcompact space as a dense

subspace, and hence tytfi is not closed-hereditary. However, without any additional

set theoretical assumption, it is not clear whether ^"51 is closed-hereditary.

In this note we shall give naively a space which contains no realcompact space as a

dense subspace. Hence it follows that ty'Sl is not closed-hereditary.

A space is called Oz (or perfectly K-normal) if every regular closed subset is a

zero-set (see [2,3,4]). If X is Oz, then every dense subspace is z-embedded in X.

Scepin showed that every product of metrizable spaces is Oz. Blair and Hager [1]

showed that a z-embedded subspace Y of a realcompact space X is realcompact if

and only if Y is Gs-closed in X (i.e. for any point x in X — Y there is a Gs-set 5 of X

such that x G S and S ft Y — 0). From this fact, the following lemma is obvious.

Lemma 1. Let Y be a dense subspace of a realcompact Oz-space X. Then the

following are equivalent.

(1) Y is realcompact.

(2) Y is Gg-closed in X.

Let A be a set such that | A \ > S,. For each a in A let Xa be the space of rational

numbers. Let pa — 0, qa = 1 in Xa and let X'a — Xa — {pa, qa). The family of all

nonempty finite subsets of A is denoted by ^f(A). Let £ be a disjoint family of

countably infinite subsets of A such that | S | = | A \ . Since the cardinality of the set
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U {Yl{Xß: ß G B}: B G %(A)} is equal to that of A, there is a one-to-one map /:

U {Yl{X'ß: ß G B): B G $(A)} -* S. For each B in W(A) we define a map hB:

Yl{X'ß: ß G B) -» Yl{Xa: a G A} in the following way;

>„     if a G 5,

"«(MU») = " ««     ifaG/((^»-5,

/?„    otherwise,

where 77a: IT{Aa: a G A) -» Xa is the natural projection and (yß) means a member

of n{X¡¡: ß G B} whose ^-coordinate isyß. Let ZA he the subspace of Yl{Xa: a G A)

defined by U{hB(Yl{X¡,: ß G B}): B G f(A)). Obviously ZA is dense in

Yl{Xa: a G A). In the rest of this note, for the sake of simplicity, Yl{Xa: a G A] is

denoted by XA. If (xa)— hB((yß)), then (yß) is denoted by s((xa)) and B is

denoted by i((xa)). Countable intersections of canonical open subsets of XA are

called canonical Gs-sets.

Lemma 2. The density of ZA is not less than S,.

Proof. Assume that there is a dense subspace Y in ZA such that | Y |< S0. Note

that Y is also dense in XA. For each point (xa) in Y the set [a G A: xa ¥= pa] is

countable. Let A/Xy= {a G A: xa ¥= pa}. Then the cardinality of the set A' —

U [A(x^: (xa)G Y} is not more than K0. Hence there is a member a0 in /I — ̂ 4'.

This implies that the a0-coordinate of every member of Y is pa . But this shows that

Y is not dense in XA. This is a contradiction.

Proof. Za contains no realcompact space as a dense subspace.

Proof. Assume that ZA contains a realcompact space Y as a dense subspace.

Since T is dense in the realcompact Oz-space XA, Y must be Gs-closed in XA by

Lemma 1. Let aA he the a-product of [Xa: a G A) with the base point (pa). Notice

that oA ft ZA — 0. Let (xa) he an arbitrary point of aA. Then there is a canonical

Gs-set S/Xay in XA such that (xa) G S^x^ and S/Xay ft Y = 0. We can assume that

S/x\ = Yl{Sx/. a G A) where SXa is a G5-set in Aa and SXa = A„ except countably

many a's. Let B(Xa)= {a G A: xa =£pa) and let C<Xo)= {a G A: SXa¥= Xa). Note

that B(x^ is finite and C^^ is countable. Now, we construct a sequence (C„:

« = 0,1,2,...} of subsets of A in the following way. Let C0 be an arbitrary

nonempty countable subset of A. Assume that Cn is constructed such that | C„ |=£ S0.

Let oA = {(xa)G aA: B/x^G Cn). Then the cardinality of oA is at most S0. Let

cn+\ = cnu U{c<x(,): <^«>eO- !t is obvious that |C„+1|^N0. Let C =

U (C„: n = 0,1,2,..."}. Then obviously | C|< «0. We shall show that r(j«xa») n

C^ 0 for each element (jc0) of y. Assume that f(i((xtt))) ft C= 0. Since

i((*o)) is finite, i((xa)) ft C G Cn for some n. Let (za) be the element of oA

determined in the following way:

.   if«ei((xa»nc,

pa     otherwise.
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Then (za)G aA, and hence C<Zo) C Cn+,. Further, since xa = za for each a in C<Zo>,

it follows that (xa) G S^Zay. But this is a contradiction since 5<z y ft Y = 0. Hence

it is proved that t(s((xa))) ft C ¥= 0 for each (xa) in F". Then, since S is a disjoint

family of countably infinite subsets of A, the cardinality of Y must be at most S0.

But this contradicts Lemma 2.

Since \ZA\*z\(5(A)\ -sup{| Yl{X'ß: ß G B) \ : B G f(A)) =]A |- K0, if \A |= «„
then | Z^ |< X,. Further, the cardinality of every nonrealcompact space is not less

than X |. Hence we have the following conclusion.

Theorem. There is a space X with the following properties:

(1)|*|=N,,
(2) every dense subspace of X is not realcompact.

Corollary, tytfl is not closed-hereditary.
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